QUICK SETUP GUIDE
FOR FIELD KITCHEN K120 AND PANTRY P120

SETUP ON OPTIONAL LEGS

Congratulations on your new Kanz Outdoors Field Kitchen.
We wish you years of enjoyment wherever you roam.

OVERVIEW

1.) Place the closed Field Kitchen on firm ground. Grab a
handle and lift it up on one side. Insert two legs. Try to
prevent dirt from entering the leg receivers.

3.) Place the unit at a spot of your choice on firm, level
ground. This is important to prevent the pots and pans to
slide off the stove. Alter the ground by wedging pieces of
wood or rock under the unsupported legs to avoid
wobbling. It is very important for the safety of operation
that the Kitchen stands level and stable!
4.) Open the top lid and secure it with the lid stay.
5.) Fold down the table.
6.) Deploy the optional side shelves to create extra
horizontal working surfaces.
7.) Connect the stove to its fuel source.
8.) Your kitchen is ready!
 When the kitchen is employed on the long leg set, the
fold down table provides a convenient working surface
for a sitting person, whereas the side shelf become a
working surface for a standing person.
PROTECTION
After usage, clean up all kitchen items and close the kitchen.
Protect it from rain, snow and moisture. The optional padded
cordura cover protects it from the elements.

ACCESSORIES
1. Top lid (removable) with lid stay. Can be use as serving
tray or converted into horizontal space with accessory.
2. Side shelves (optional), store inside stove compartment
during transport.
3. Stove platform (shown with Partner Steel Co. stove).
4. Compartment for mugs (6 KANZ Mugs fit here).
5. Silverware drawer.
6. Fold down table held by steel lanyard, can be dropped
down.
7. Fuel access hole (optional, per order).
8. Main cookware compartment.
9. Vertical space for plates and cutting board. The cutting
board doubles as a wedge to keep the plates in place.
* Cookware shown of full furnished K120PF version

Dry Bag

Hanging Straps

Padded Cover

Wall Mounts

Visit our website www.kanzoutdoors.com for more information.

2.) Raise the kitchen carefully, balancing it on the two
previously inserted legs. Insert the remaining legs.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
KANZ Outdoors LLC manufactures all of our products to meet
our high standards. To maintain the beauty and functioning of
the Field Kitchen products, inspect and clean them regularly.
Use a damp cloth and medium duty household cleaners to
remove dirt and fatty residues. Do not use abrasive wipes or
scrapers, since they will permanently change the surface
appearance. Wipe surfaces dry immediately after.
Inspect for loose rivets and damaged parts. Repair immediately
to prevent the product from malfunctioning or encountering more
damage.
Even the outdoor polyurethane clear coat will suffer under
strong constant sunlight. To fix cracked or peeled off paint, sand
area lightly and apply a new coat of clear outdoor quality
polyurethane.
Please contact customerservice@kanzoutdoors.com for more
help on this.
NOTE
Avoid constant exposure to a very humid environment, since it
might even cause the quality birch plywood to degrade. Long
exposure to ultraviolet light will cause some yellowing of the
wood. This is normal and in most cases desirable.
SAFETY
Do not use the kitchen with an outdoor stove, like the Partner
Steel Co. or Coleman stoves in an enclosed space such as a
camper, tent, car or home.
Never leave the kitchen unattended with a burning stove.
Observe all precautions from the stove manufacturer!
Use the kitchen only when employed on stabile ground to avoid
spillage of hot liquids.
Keep small children and pets at a distance. Explain the
precautions to them.
When not in use extinguish all burners and close the front panel
to prevent small animals from entering the unit.
Disconnect any fuel source during transport in a vehicle, vessel
or pack animal.
WARRANTY
Products manufactured or branded by KANZ Outdoors LLC are
covered under warranty, to the original owner for the lifetime of
the product, if products were used within the intended focus. We
cover all defects in material and workmanship. Extended usage
will leave its marks on the products. This is considered normal
wear and tear and is not covered by the warranty.
For all other products sold through KANZ Outdoors channels,
the product manufacturers warranty applies. However, we will
be glad to help providing the necessary information.

FOR YOUR SAFETY

NOTES

If you smell gas:
1. Do not attempt to light appliance.
2. Extinguish any open flame.
3. Disconnect from fuel supply.

FOR YOUR SAFETY
Do not store or use gasoline or other liquids with
flammable vapors in the vicinity of this or any other
appliance.

CARBON MONOXIDE HAZARD
• Stoves can produce carbon monoxide which has no
odor.
• Using it in an enclosed space can kill you.
• Never use this appliance in an unventilated area such
as a camper, tent, car or home.

BURN HAZARD
• Never leave stove unattended when hot or in use.
• Keep out of reach of children.
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